The world of meetings and event planning can be alluring and dangerous ~ exotic locales, wining and dining, and people traveling without their spouses. In these types of situations, the line between business and pleasure can sometimes blur. With a thoughtless act or a less-than-tactful word, long-lasting business relationships can be ruined. Wouldn't a professional code, a guide to dealing with tricky questions of ethics and etiquette, come in handy? Luckily, there's "Event Planning Ethics and Etiquette," published by John Wiley & Sons, and priced as low as $20.97 on Amazon. Author Judy Allen offers policies and codes of behavior for both office and event site; guidelines on the gifts-vs.-blackmail ethical conundrum; tips for handling the unexpected with finesse; rules of business etiquette; suggestions for avoiding personal and professional risk; and real-world examples. Allen is the author as well of "Event Planning: The Ultimate Guide to Successful Meetings," also published by Wiley.